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Since its inception in 2005, the driving force behind the Juan Carlos Maldonado
Art Collection, JCMAC, has been to recognize and generate awareness on the
contribution that Geometric Abstraction has made to art history in the twentieth
century. In 2016, the JCMAC began a new chapter, opening its acclaimed
exhibition space in Miami’s Design District to inspire and create meaningful
dialogue around the artists in the collection and their transcendence.
Under the direction of its Founder and Chairman, the Juan Carlos Maldonado Art
Collection places Geometric Abstraction at its center, studying and recognizing
it as a fundamental artistic language for the development of contemporary art
history.
While, there has always been a focus in Latin American Geometric Abstraction
(1940-1970), a well-known sub-sector of the broader Geometric Abstraction style
prevalent during the postwar period, the collection has expanded to include
influential artists from all corners of the world. This evolution allows us to better
contextualize the work of our curated artists and provide a deeper analysis of
the importance and interconnection of Geometric Abstraction to current art, in a
globalized world.
We celebrate this new phase by presenting Hybridizations / Contemporary
Strategies, curated by Ariel Jiménez. An exhibition that brings together a survey
of contemporary works from the Juan Carlos Maldonado Art Collection, drawing
a line between its previous exhibitions, going from primitive, through Geometric
and Abstraction, to reach the artistic movements of the present day.

Juan Carlos Maldonado
JCMAC President and Founder

Hybridizations
Contemporary Strategies

With the seemingly limitless extension of its material powers, mankind seems to
be in the situation of a captain, whose great ship is so strongly built of steel and
iron that his magnetic compass indicates the ferrous mass of the vessel, but not
the position of the magnetic North.

by Ariel Jiménez, curator

Werner Heisenberg, from The Physicist’s Conception of Nature, 1958
Harking back to at least the Renaissance, the visual arts have been conceived as a
symbolic instrument whose central objective has been to offer a simulacrum of the
“informed” world, of the universe we belong to but that, nonetheless, constitutes a
fabulous mystery to us. It is no wonder that the young Vincent Van Gogh, in search of
his own path, would quote the famous phrase from the English philosopher, Francis
Bacon:

“Art is man added to nature”
And that in a letter to his brother Theo, Van Gogh attempted to clarify Bacon’s
meaning, adding:
“ […] Nature, reality, truth, but with a meaning, a concept, a character that the
artist highlights, and to which he or she endows with expressive qualities that
redeem, unravel, liberate, illuminate.” 1
Therefore, composing a plausible image of reality has prevailed among the
predominant goals of painting and sculpture throughout history. The goal is not
necessarily a perfect double of what exists, whose “realism” astounds the public, but
rather an image that is charged, impregnated with human meaning, digestible for
us. It is no surprise that the artistic strategies employed all the way from Giotto to
the Impressionists have always included the development of necessary techniques to
reproduce the appearance of their world to whatever extent possible. Their gaze, in
other words, was directed toward a “world of the senses,” where the human story had
to be embodied through discursive eloquence.
1 Vincent Van Gogh, Cartas a Theo. Barral Editores, Barcelona, 1972. P.35
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However, the last two decades of the 19th century witnessed a curious phenomenon,

course, the abstract artists, among them Imi Knoebel, present in the Juan Carlos

incomprehensible – if not outright offensive – to many. Those tools deployed in the

Maldonado Art Collection (JCMAC)].

past to grasp the texture of reality in its essence, whether tangible or intangible,
begin to manifest an increasingly cogent and open autonomy. This autonomy of the

If the detectable generalization of the processes of appropriation and reference is so

medium is evidenced in the frankness displayed by the authors’ approaches: the

widespread and constant, including movements, styles, and political positions, it is

brushwork, the textures, the range of coloring and shapes, and the structure of the

because it responds to very deep-rooted necessities, constitutive of the relationship

compositions. Likewise, it is manifested in the assiduousness by which they are able

we establish with the real in the current world. Therefore, they engage the language

to quote themes and styles from their predecessors in their works. Because if it is true

of art itself in its internal structure. What we notice there, then, is the introduction of

that art begets art and that artists learn their trade from other artists, for example

what Roland Barthes called an ecriture: a voluntary semantic construction, historically

J.A.D. Ingres, all of that would have been considered part of a secret concoction,

dated, in which a fundamental characteristic of our times is evidenced. But, what is,

barely legible by their peers or merely by some, very few, in the know. They bear in

what are those characteristics? What is ultimately revealed in these artistic practices?

mind that, above all, their task consisted of allowing to see that which is represented

How do we define their function beyond a simple factual description? To ascertain the

and not what is simply being displayed. The language, in some measure, should be

fact is not enough. Rather, it is indispensable to attempt an interpretation so that the

transparent. And it’s not a random feature if the pictorial surface was considered to be

works presented here may acquire their full cultural dimension while demonstrating

a glass through which a singular spectacle was offered to the viewer, a window open

their pertinence.

to the world; however, this was a sublimated world, made to fit the ideals, fears, and
hopes of humanity.

This is, precisely, what we aimed to accomplish when we organized the public
exhibition of contemporary works that have constituted the JCMAC over the last

If the specific cases were seen as mere fads or curiosities at the time, in which Paul

15 years: to advance certain arguments that may allow us to better understand the

Gauguin openly appropriated the characteristics of Egyptian art and Van Gogh those

meaning of those gestures. We have tried to offer the non-specialized audience

of the Far East, the increasing importance of these types of quotations throughout

theoretical tools that make it possible to address what is often perceived as oddities,

the 20th century leaves no room for doubt. What is there, what is concealed

or at most as ironic and humorous winks of an art that seems to have lost all readable

behind those appropriations and hybridizations, in that kind of self-reflexivity of the

function within our societies.

artistic mind about itself, is much more important and crucial than a simple game
of quotations and references. From these early isolated manifestations by Van Gogh
and Gauguin, and with special emphasis beginning with the disconcerting gestures

The lost transparency of language

by Marcel Duchamp, with his Ready Made (1913) and Pharmacie (1914), the process
of appropriation and semantic deviations from pre-existing aesthetic elements were,

When one reads Western theoretical texts, from the Renaissance to the nineteenth

in the words of the situationists, “prefabricated” elements. These would become part

century, the perception of the distance evidenced between the images invented by

and parcel of the fundamental means of expression developed by numerous authors,

the artists and the constant exigency of realism is surprisingly unavoidable. Given the

starting particularly in the 60s, and from one pole of the aesthetic and political

fact that one of the aims of the visual arts is to endow with sensible form the human

spectrum of the West to the other. These range from the revolutionary utopias of the

imaginaire, fashioning its physical and metaphysical universe in eloquent images (the

Surrealists, Lettrists, and Situationists all the way to the impersonal, programmed

landscape we inhabit, the myths, religious and historical accounts that give meaning

and unbiased aesthetic of Andy Warhol and Roy Lichtenstein [without excluding, of

to our lives), the obligation to bring about that task of respectful imitation of the
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natural world is also accentuated. In some way, then -and to a certain extent- what is

phenomenon that only manifests itself in the context of the humanities. It makes its

expected of the creators is that, when they treat a subject of some importance, the

appearance in the reputable fields of the exact sciences as well, in physics, to name

figures that are represented, the attires that cover their bodies, the space that they

an example. In a historical process at every stage comparable –practically in strict

occupy, the light that illuminates them, must enable us to see a picture similar to the

parallelism—to the one perceived in the visual arts, the physicists of the late 19th and

one we observe with our own eyes. In other words, we ask of painting that, in its own

early 20th century also become aware that their theoretical frameworks, the very

language, reveal its transparency, completely committed to the task of making visible.

terms they employ to describe their experiences and their operative modes, are not
simple formalizations of a “truth” detected in the entrails of the cosmos, but rather,

But that ideal of a theoretical transparency (theorical because the artists were always

theoretical constructs that, even though they elucidate the observable reality, and

conscious of the artifice of their resources) would come to their demise during the

also allow for predictions, are, strictly speaking, human inventions. To corroborate

19th century. This came about especially after the advent of photography, which laid

the above, let’s read the testimony of the most renowned physicists of the past

bare the pictorial languages with its disconcerting realism. Indeed, confronted with

century who dedicated a considerable amount of their time writing popularizing texts

a daguerreotype, most paintings – an Ingres or even an Ernest Meissonier – revealed

that would appeal to the layman, aware that their audience, including those in higher

their artificiallity to the viewer . To a great extent, all of modern art emerges from

educational levels, did not have, or have, the necessary foundation to judge their

that initial clash. Its later development demonstrates and exacerbates that particular

work and the pertinence of the theoretical conclusions imposed on them:

characteristic of semantic construct to the public.
And that is why we can declare, undeterred, that a modern work is above all an image
(or a semantic mechanism in a wider sense, sonorous, textual, or visual) that includes
in its internal structure the conscience of its own artifice. That is what the rigid and
hieratic figures in Cezanne tell us: the fruits that appear to be falling from the table,
the background planes overlapping the vertical planes over the former. That is also
what the cubists tell us and in general all those modern oddities, with their twisted
noses, dislocated eyes, and even more radically yet, the practices of concretism
or geometric abstraction. They reveal that the purpose of painting is not simply to
imitate that which is visible, but rather, to offer their equivalence, constructed and
governed by a language impregnated of sense. Its role is to create an order capable
of speaking to us about our connection with the world, and the place we believe to
be ours in the complexity of the universe, which would be impossible to achieve with
an image that only pretends to be the exact reproduction of a chunk of reality. That is
the only way the arts can fulfill their task: by organizing, by endowing structure and
content to the human imaginaire.
What is interesting and profoundly significant is that we are not confronting a

Science is not a collection of laws – Albert Einstein and Leopold Infeld write – it is
not an inventory of facts without connection to each other. It is a creation of the
human spirit through freely invented ideas and concepts.2
With this and other similar statements, physicists go on record concerning the
scientific field’s self-reflection, which finds an evident parallel in artistic expression,
in the distance that modern images establish between their expressive tools and
what is real. Hence, one of the great vectors of development for modern thought is
revealed again. Namely, a gap exists, perhaps irretrievably and increasingly evident,
between our linguistic or artistic tools and the reality we are ceaselessly attempting
to approach. Culture, the architecture of signs we constantly secrete, mediates
between us and the world. We are unable to set it aside, resulting in the impossibility
of a pure, direct contact with it.
This awareness becomes so general and profound that another one of the great
physicists of the 20th century, Werner Heisenberg, formulated the phrase that we
have employed as a leitmotiv for the exhibition now presented in the spaces of
the JCMAC. The phrase opens up a possibility of establishing approachable links
2 Einstein and Infeld, L’évolution des idées en physique. Ed. Flammarion, Paris, 1978. P. 274
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between, perhaps, the hyper-theoretical preoccupations of the physicists and

to be revealing or significant for us, and we suppose they are talking about the
same works as those we know, that their references are the same as our own?
They had visited Two or three great museums, and the photographs, prints, or
copies of a handful of the European masterworks. The majority of the readers
had seen even less. 4

intellectuals and the non-specialized public. To be sure, there is clear awareness of
that artificiality of our theoretical instruments that leave us alone confronting our own
productions. This aspect goes hand-in-hand with a potential for material domination
and transformation never before experimented by humanity:
With the seemingly limitless extension of its material powers, mankind seems to
be in the situation of a captain whose great ship is so strongly built of steel and
iron that his magnetic compass indicates the ferrous mass of the vessel, but not
the position of the magnetic North. 3

On the other hand, the artists of the 20th century, and even more so those who
begin their artistic activities by mid-century, live immersed in the atmosphere of
an overwhelming editorial industry, first in black and white eventually in color.
This atmosphere enables them to visualize the canon of Western art as well as the
entire planet. This is quickly amplified and deepened by television and cinema, not

In this way, the raison d’être of these works starts to become evident. Repeatedly,

to mention the feasibility for travel as commercial aviation comes of age. The last

these works not only feed from the works of others (as has always been the case)

twenty years then brings an unprecedented revolution exemplified by the internet and

but they exhibit the elements that they appropriate. They even make these elements

mobile devices. Suddenly, the universe that constituted and constitutes the essential

their specific theme, thereby displacing them toward new layers of significance. For

sustenance of every artist reaches unimaginable dimensions, foisted as an inescapable

example, Vic Muniz photographs a false Concetto Spaziale after Lucio Fontana as

fact. How could one imagine that a phenomenon of this nature and potential not have

if it were an Ansel Adams piece facing the Yosemite mountains; Sigfredo Chacón

immense and detectable consequences in the production of those who have had the

paints crossword puzzles from the Venezuelan press; and Tara Donovan builds her

fortune of experiencing it, and who have also had to face the challenges imposed by

enormous organic structures with plastic cups or metal springs. For these artists and

it?

inhabitants of modern cities, culture, the entire set of human activity, has become
second nature, knowingly or not, a horizon where we live immersed as primitive man

The same predicament befalls us ordinary citizens of modern urban areas. We are

within the immensity of prehistoric savannahs and virgin forests.

exposed to an unmanageable quantity of images that reach us through the entirety
of media at our disposal. All we have to do to realize that what we used to call nature

It is not necessary, however, to dwell on these theoretical considerations in which many

hardly exists in its pristine state, except in very sparse instances, is traverse a small

will only see obscure and superfluous elaborations. Other notorious occurrences in

portion of the planet. Even there, nature is dismayingly threatened and fragile. The

recent history as well as daily life point to the overwhelming and unavoidable presence

human footprint already nearly encompasses the totality of available space; even the

of the human, in the broadest sense of the word. For visual artists in particular, one

oceans and the highest mountains do not escape from our presence or the negative

fundamental fact can be underscored that confronts artistic creation from the past

impact that we inflict. If barely two centuries ago, the German Romantic Caspar

and from other places in a rather brutal way (for the abruptness of its occurrence).

Friedrich could suggest the sense of the sublime that solitary individuals faced in

As a result, we have André Malraux’s celebrated essay The Imaginary Museum (1947),

untamed landscapes or unpopulated horizons, today it is not exactly a landscape – no

where he reflects:

matter how immense – that can awaken an equivalent sentiment, precisely because
we know it is threatened. Instead, only the beautiful and terrifying immensity of

What (until 1900) had been seen by those whose reflections about art continue
3 Werner Heisenberg, La nature dans la physique contemporaine. Ed. Gallimard, Paris, 1962. P. 35.

cities such as Sao Paolo or Los Angeles, as seen from above, are today capable of
4 André Malraux, Le musée imaginaire. Ed. Gallimard, Paris, 1965 (First ed. 1947). P. 15.
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displaying the curious mixture of the beautiful and menacing that Western aesthetics
has codified under the concept of sublime.

5

previous century, whose tower is itself a kind of an appropriation referencing the Eiffel
Tower in Paris. In the meantime, we are able to observe the displacement that the
concepts of modernity and progress undergo from one author to the others. For Eiffel,

All of these examples have one singular purpose: to help us better understand how

the nascent modernity exposes his trust in science and technology with a monument

and why contemporary artistic practices are inherently the imprint of self-reflective

that marveled and exasperated contemporaries, mostly because he accomplished by

human loneliness, in their most intimate structure and discursive strategies. Werner

new means what had never been thought possible. For Tatlin, with his proclivity for

Heisenberg defined this as one of the central characteristics of our time: the

gigantism (his tower had to be taller than Eiffel’s) and the dynamism of his curves and

awareness that we are not given a direct and pure contact with the world, with the

inclinations, the revolutionary developmentalism and his faith in the future they were

real in itself, except through our language tools, mediated by them. That is, no doubt,

founding (and hoping to be superior to everything achieved) manifests itself with

the power of the metaphor imagined by Jorge Luis Borges in The Library of Babel

the revanchist attitude of the Marxists. While for Dan Flavin, if trust in science and

(1941) has demonstrated to possess, where the entire universe is equated to an infinite

technology is read with lucidity, his work’s scope is not exactly utopian, nor does it

and imaginary library from which we cannot escape, or that, simply, has no possible

claim to defend a principle; rather, it is personal and almost intimate. The neon light and

6

outside.

the atmosphere produce an ambient character, less aggressive and developmental,
an interior. Additionally, in Cidade’s work, the materials and dynamic shapes direct

This is how that attitude of all those artists who become pertinent in their own

our attention to faith in his predecessors, in the fact that they are, without question,

way of generating sense or awakening a certain reaction in us. They privilege the

discarded second-hand lamps. An open critique emerges immediately about the

distance that is established between their sources and the quote they appropriate. It

theoretical concepts that sustain it; its original sense displaced in the direction of

is precisely from those works as well as from the history of art that they now regard

fear and doubt. With this, Cidade ends up configuring a true contemporary vanitas;

their relationship with things. That distance is produced by the way they mix or even

that is, a symbolic device that, like its Baroque predecessors, tells us, “Careful of

hybridize images as well as the techniques or materials that they use in their pieces, and

everything that makes you proud today. Your economic and military power, your

these winds up displaced in meanings other than the ones intended by their authors.

wealth, the beauty of your body, is only vanity, vanity of vanities and they as well as

A characteristic example of this function of appropriation in many contemporary

you will end up turned to dust.”

works is (Un) Monument for V. Tatlin #5 (2015) by Brazilian artist Marcelo Cidade. The
title itself, the materials and its assemblage are an evident reference to the series of

The diversity of artistic languages and intentions is not diminished, however, by

39 light sculptures that Dan Flavin dedicates to the Russian Constructivist Vladimir

the fact that a significant number of artists share a general strategy; the world of

Tatlin and his famous Monument to the Third International (1920).

contemporary art retains the breadth of any other historical period. Let’s concentrate
on those examples that we are presenting here in the JCMAC exhibition that allow us

The reader can now take notice of the cascade of references that this gesture implies:

to address a specific number of variables.

a sculpture that is given the same title as a series by an American of the second half
of the 20th century, dedicates it to a Russian sculptor active in the beginning of the

Echoing Cidade, the Portuguese artist Fernanda Fragateiro appears to be particularly
interested in the urban universe of the construction industry, industrial design, and

5 The sublime is a contradictory mixture of terror and beauty created by the contrast between human smallness and the
vastness of the observed.
6 “Like all the men in the library, I traveled in my youth; I have pilgrimage in search of a book, perhaps the catalog of catalogs;
Now that my eyes can hardly decipher what I write, I prepare myself to die a few leagues from the hex in which I was born.”
Jorge Luis Borges, “The Babel Library”, in The Garden of the Forking Paths, 1941

architecture. From these elements she extrapolates their components with the added
charge of memory that characterizes them. Furthermore, her work is often based
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on publications about works that capture her attention. In a manner of speaking,

palette not often seen in abstraction. Only when scrutinized more attentively and

what is real for Fragateiro is not only the material world and the realm of surfaces,

respectfully does something curious take place. The organic shape, without defined

but also the heap of facts and literature has produced about them; culture is part

outlines originally perused, begins to transform as we discover some legible detail here

and parcel of the landscape where she lives and works. Therefore, her pieces make

and there: the handle of a suitcase, the foot, a Smurf’s eye or little hat. It is at this point

us think immediately about preexisting works and resources as openly as the other

that we understand that the initial illegible ordering is integrated by an undetermined

participants in this exhibition, revealing the semantic appropriation we are so keen

number of figures from the comics that secretly inform it in the same way that culture

on highlighting. Her piece Pliable Bar Stool Pliable from an Illustration in the Essay by

in general informs and provides structure to that which we call our truth. The fact that

Otti Berger in Red Bauhaus (1917) propels us to the typical forms of industrial design

those components are not readily detectable is important. They are there, hidden

as practiced by the German school, including personalities such as Marcel Breuer and

and almost unrecognizable, until a voluntary act calls attention to it and reveals it,

Mies Van der Rohe. Her contribution to this dialogue resides in that her forms have left

at least partially, in the observer’s consciousness. That is how culture configures our

behind the initial function that caught her attention in the first place. They have been

imaginaire: by a multitude of interlinking ideas, concepts, theories, phrases, images,

converted, due to their flexibility, to objects that can be manipulated, which results

and metaphors at our constant disposal from which we can approach our interaction

in “soft” shapes that distance themselves considerably from the objectives pursued

with the “exterior” of our consciousness. Only we do not even realize its pervasiveness

by their authors, linking them to the psychoanalytic practices of someone like Lygia

or its artificiality, because it has become so ingrained in our consciousness that it feels

Clark, with her Casulos, Bichos, and Relational Objects.

as if it were a biological part of who we are. We ignore that all of those instruments we
use to make sense in our daily lives were once made up, invented by someone, fine-

The Venezuelans Sigfredo Chacón and Arturo Herrera, on the other hand, share their

tuned by others, and reiterated by thousands and thousands through the centuries

interest with the media, comic books, and popular traditions to which they cling. They

until they fused – practically – to our neural networks exactly the same way those

first mine their forms and then execute them with compositions that diversely remind

small figures by Herrera fuse to each other.

us of the aesthetic values of abstraction that were particularly influential during
their training period in Caracas in the 60s and 70s. Chacón, closer to the geometric

We could say the same thing of Vic Muniz, José Macaparana, Zhuan Hong Yi,

abstraction tendencies, extracts the published crosswords from the local press and

Alexander Apóstol, and Tara Donovan, with an interesting variable concerning the

elaborates them with a series of formally abstract pieces, such as Crossword with

latter two. This is due to the explicit political dimension of Apóstol’s work and, when

Flies Number 1 (1994). Apart from incorporating the textual universe potentially

confronting Donovan, we are not only in the presence of an image informed in the

suggested by the crosswords, the piece also incorporates the introduction of

sense we have been giving here, but also in a situation in which the duality itself

elements originating in urban traditions. In this case, it is the plastic flies that are used

between the natural world and the artificial one seems to blur.

to play a prank on friends in parties or family reunions. The languages that originate in
abstraction, Pop, and occasionally Action Painting mix and overlap in their production

In Apóstol’s work we are confronted with an artistic practice that pretends to offer

to forge a certain aesthetic that can be termed mestiza, common to the country and

its spectators a specific political position using the tools that the visual arts have at

period to which it belongs.

their disposal. In the Pacto de Punto Fijo (2017), we see him elaborate a series that
at first glance makes us think of geometric abstraction, especially by the colors that

Something similar happens in the work of Herrera, who, in his print Untitled (2005),

characterized the Venezuelan political parties in October 1958, when the Pacto de

presents an apparently abstract image with vaguely organic shapes and a pastel
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Punto Fijo (A pact of governability) was signed.7 This initiated a democratic period of
the greatest stability the country had ever experienced. In his eyes – not necessarily
truth – as well as with the colors of these political parties, the possibility of mounting
small theatrical scenes is opened up, empty of content. The leading role of the pact was
responsible in establishing a fragile stage for a legality that ended up demonstrating
its complete historical futility, leaving the questions of economic and social problems
unanswered. His work appears to be a perfectly autonomous visual construction in
accord to the intentions of the concrete artists of the last century, revealing itself as an
aesthetic organism “informed” by the social reality of the country of origin.
Donovan’s case is completely different. Here, we find ourselves before a general
reflection on the state of Western culture. The development of a way of thinking in
the most populous and complex of cities in the planet and in the most recent scientific
experiences tends to blur the boundaries between the biological and the technological,
the natural and the artificial. In the triptych Untitled (2015) showcased in this exhibition,
we see the production of images that generate almost optic situations, echoing many
optic-kinetic artists of the second half of the 20th century. Only that in Donovan’s

artworks

case its components are not based on geometry but in objects manufactured by the
modern contemporary industrial complex (interconnected straps and pulleys). This
seems a very fitting complement to the rest of the works in this exhibition. However,
Donovan’s artistic strands are varied and of great interest, namely when she builds
enormous structures that look like viruses or bacteria but also constitute elements
originating in industrial production: plastic cups, textile fibers, or metal springs.
Her pieces make up a universe in which the organic emerges from the technological,
similar to microstructures being developed by the biotechnology industry, where
biological organisms service human necessities. This way, the boundaries between
what is natural and what is artificial are erased, or at best, confused in a metaphor
where the language and culture in its widest sense configure for us a second, truer,
nature.

7 White, of Democratic Action, social-democratic party; the green, of Christian democracy or Copei; the yellow of URD or
Republican Democratic Union, and the red of the Communist Party of Venezuela.
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Contemporary Gatherers

That second nature that culture and human activity
so forcefully impose on us today constitutes for
artists a landscape in which they live and work,
just as in the past, prehistoric tribes did in the
midst of the forests. It is thus that they have also
become a particular species of hunter gatherers,
taking from that territory everything they need for
their day to day subsistence and for the making
of their symbolic tools. We, the citizens of these
gigantic and complex urban centers, thus find
ourselves in a situation akin to that described by
Werner Heisenberg when comparing the situation
of the modern physicist to that of the captain of
a ship built with such quantities of iron and steel
that his compass would no longer point to north
(nature), but rather to the metallic mass of its ship
(culture).

FRAGATEIRO, Fernanda (Portuguese, b. 1962)
Folding Stool, after illustration of Otti Berger’s essay
stoffe im raum in Red Bauhaus 5 1930, 2017
Steel
16 3/4 x 15 3/16 in.
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FERRARI, León (Argentinian, 1920-2013)
Untitled, 1962
Ink on paper
16 1/8 x 24 in.

ARRECHEA, Alexandre (Cuban, b. 1970)
Mississippi Bucket, 2008
Watercolor on paper
44 1/2 x 78 1/2 in.
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KCHO, Alexis Leyva Machado (Cuban, b. 1970)
Todos los materiales 270 kmph, 2004
Charcoil and dry pastel on canvas
78 3/4 x 157 1/2 in.
29

HERRERA, Arturo (Venezuelan, b.1959)
u/t (2/15), 2005
Watermark pigmented abaca on pigmented cotton base sheet
23 3/4 x 35 7/16 in.

KNOEBEL, Imi (German, b. 1940)
u/t, 1983
Metal, plywood, tape, glass, acrylic and pencil
39 1/2 x 27 1/2 in.
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Informed Matter

A most clear example of the importance that
culture has gained for the contemporary artist is
the fact that the materials and the techniques he
uses already come heavy with their own semantic
weight. It has always been thus, of course, but
never as clearly evidenced as it is today; and much
less so with the awareness of that fact gained by
the contemporary artist, who uses them in an open
and unprejudiced way: an old lamp, an indigenous
basket, even a technique, immediately lead us to a
specific area of activity, to authors, to circles and
ideologies – for the public, all perfectly readable.
CIDADE, Marcelo (Brazilian, b.1979)
(Un) Monument for V. Tatlin #5, 2015
Light fixture for fluorescent lamps taken from old buildings in São Paulo
124 x 75 3/16 x 3 9/16 in.
33

HONG YI, Zhuang (Chinese, b.1962)
2015-028, 2015
Rice paper
d: 39 3/8 in.

KOMATSU, André (Brazilian, b. 1978)
Ponto a Cego A, 2015
Drywall, wood and nails.
56 5/16 x 56 5/16 x 2 3/4 in.
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Los Carpinteros (Cuban collective, 1991- )
Trillo, version II (Dyptych), 2004
Watercolor on heavy paper
27 9/16 x 78 3/4 in.

LEÓN, Glenda (Cuban, b.1976)
Lectura Fragmentada (10), 2013
Book, plate, plastic container
13 5/16 x 9 1/4 x 1 5/16 in.
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Modern and Contemporary

Comparing the aesthetic languages of some
prototypically modern artists with those of their
younger peers, as the Juan Carlos Maldonado Art
Collection (JCMAC) is allowing us to do, gives
us tools to better understand these hunting and
gathering practices of many contemporary artists.
Every modern artist sees himself as an authentic
creator of new forms – aesthetic expressions of a
historical moment for humanity: times of breakup
and emancipation. A new time demands new
forms.
Among contemporaries, on the contrary, the
awareness has been growing that, regardless of
what we do, every current gesture is inscribed
immediately, and inevitably, in a long history that
precedes and nurtures us. And it is not that modern
artists have not understood this (Manet quotes
Tiziano and Goya in his “Olympia”), but rather that
that living presence of the past has become more
powerful and active, now more than ever - to the
point of near inevitability - until it has become an
integral part of the artistic activity of our time. The
city, too, with its tireless material and symbolic
activity, has overwhelmed the landscape.
MUNIZ, Vik (Brazilian, b.1961)
Cocetto spaziale (Attese), after Fontana, 2007
C-Print
78 3/4 x 78 3/4 in
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GARAICOA, Carlos (Cuban, b. 1967)
Sin Título (Escaleras), 2014
Pins and threads on black and white Lambda photograph mounted and
laminated on gator board.
49 3/16 x 63 in.

MICHELENA, Andrés (Venezuelan, b.1963)
C.R.V. #3, 2016
Methacrylane, sand, wood and reclaimed wood.
37 x 28 in.
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CHACÓN, Sigfredo (Venezuelan, b.1950)
Crucigramaconmoscas Uno, 1994
Acrylic on canvas
66 x 66 in.

SCHÖFFER, Nicolas (Hungarian, 1912-1992)
LUXE 13, 1960
Steel
22 7/16 x 15 15/16 x 6 1/2 in.
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DONOVAN, Tara (American, b. 1969)
Untitled (Triptych), 2006
Relief print from rubber band matrix
37 3/4 x 25 1/4 in.
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MACAPARANA, José (Brazilian, b. 1952)
Untitled, 2010
Mixed media on cardboard and acrylic
49 x 42 in.

BRIEL, Ernesto (Cuban, 1943-1992)
Untitled, 1967
Ink on Paper
19 11/16 x 31 1/2 in.
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APÓSTOL, Alexander (Venezuelan, b. 1962)
Pacto de Punto Fijo IV, 2017
Digital Photography
20 x 30 in.
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GILI, Jaime (Venezuelan, b. 1972)
A303 Exile Fleet 3, 2014
Dupont Centari® on Aluminium
66 15/16 x 20 7/8 in.

FERNÁNDEZ, Magdelena (Venezuelan, b. 1964)
Untitled, c.2010
Metal wires
87 x 34 5/16 x 37 3/8 in.
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LÓPEZ, Pepe (Venezuelan, b. 1966)
Guapísimas, 1994
Paint on indigenous baskets
60 x 120 in.
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